Handy MIG
Superbly simple, powerfully portable

Compact, portable and lightweight wire feed welders plug into a 230V, 16 amps outlet. These machines are ideally suited to the light maintenance and repair such as the small garage works and jobs around the farm. Four voltage settings and continuous wire feed speed adjustment allow to weld light gauge mild steel. Easy to get started, since practically everything you will need to weld is included – gun and cable assembly, work cable & clamp, spool of solid wire, contact tips and hand shield with filter plate and lens. Also a chipping hammer/brush, so you can use your Handy MIG to weld straight away.

Features
- Suitable for the welding of most thin sheet steel applications.
- Connects to 230V, 16 amps outlet.
- Safe operation – no electrical current until trigger is pressed.
- Compact, portable, lightweight and easy to use.
- Ideal for general light maintenance projects.
- Continuous wire feed speed adjustment and four selectable voltage steps for precise control.
- Fan-cooled or expectancy.
- Supplied ready to weld.

Weld Pak™ 2000
Smart, multi-process compact

The Weld Pak™ 2000 is a completed multi-process DC voltage arc welding machine. It is ideally suited to weld thin sheet metal and for repair and maintenance works. It’s perfect tool for light Steel applications. This compact can be easy movable. You need only plug the welder into 230 V, 25 A outlets. It is recommended for MIG/MAG applications (including Stainless Steel), for Innershield gasless flux cored arc welding and also for Stick application with Rutile and Basic electrodes. The Weld Pak™ 2000 has been designed to feed wire from 0.6 mm to 1.1 mm (steel, stainless steel and flux-cored) on B300 and S200 spools. A quality welding performance depends on a quality wire drive system. For this reason we have equipped the Weld Pak with professional feeder with large rolls. The Weld Pak™ 2000 has been designed to meet Lincoln’s standards of performance and reliability. As a result we confidently provide a Lincoln two-year warranty on parts and labour.

Features
- Superior arc behaviour with premium starting performance and arc stability
- User friendly User Interface with step-less controlled output current
- Easy to change polarity
- Professional wire feeding system

肯宁顿电弧焊机
3年保修
零件及人工
PERFORMANCE PLUS PROTECTIO

Processes
- MIG
- Flux-cored (Innershield)
- Stick

Recommended Consumables
- Steel
Ultramag®, Supramig®, Supramig Ultra®
- Flux-cored
Innershield® NR211-MP

Unit Includes
- Input cable
- MIG gun
- Drive rolls
- 0.5 kg solid wire
- Kit of welding accessories

Key Options
- B10241-1 MIG gun

肯宁顿电弧焊机
2年保修

Processes
- MIG
- Flux-cored (Innershield)
- Stick

Recommended Consumables
- Steel
Ultramag®, Pantafix®, Omnia®46, Baso® G
- Flux-cored
Innershield® NR211-MP

Unit Includes
- 3 m input cable
- Work lead, 4 m
- Gas hose, 2 m
- MIG gun, 3 m

Key Options
- K10429-15-xM MIG gun LGS 150 G
- 150 A - 3/4/5 m
- K10429-25-xM MIG gun LGS 250 G
- 200 A - 3/4/5 m
- E/H-200A-25-3M Electrode holder, 200A
- 25 mm² - 3 m
- KP14016-x Drive roll kit range (2R)
- KP10158-1 Readi-reel mounting stand (15 kg)